Introduction:
Bildwargufa:
Both animals and humans are the part of this universe and possess equal right to coexist. However, due to more intelligence human succeeded to rule over the universe, restricting animals in habitats which they felt safe from human hands. Each animal has some role in our ecosystem but unfortunately, we the human beings reserve the divine right with us to select their (animals) survival. Alas, today we are realizing that due to such arrogant behaviourwe have lost many such animals either completely or partially from the whole universe or from some specif ic part of our ecosystem whose existence would have been benef icial for us in the present scenario.
From the ancient age, in Asian countries, we always grabbed natural habitats (caves) of the microchiropteran bats and converted them into our worship/meditation places (temples/monastery). In return, bats are compelled to occupy either our abandoned and derelict buildings or mines for their day roosting purposes. However, till date, no such report is available which support the faunal natural rehabilitation in any abandoned /derelict natural cave which was once used by human beings for their recreational/religious purpose.
In the present note, we are presenting a report on processing natural wildlife rehabilitation in a small partially collapsed derelict cave which had served as a temple forvarious decades.. Bildwar gufa (cave) is a small half circular shaped subterranean passage formed in coal cum sedimentary rock formation. It is located in an unreserved forest area which is on Pratappur road, district Surajpur, Chhattisgarh, India. The area is surrounded by South Eastern Coalf ields Limited's (SECL) coal mines and just a few km apart from this cave a big coal mine is under operation where the serial blasts are a regular phenomenon. Since last various decades, this cave was serving as a local pilgrim spot which gradually developed into religious picnic spot by constructing several civil recreational structures around it to attract people ( Fig.-1) .
Unfortunately, in the year 2014, February, a part of this cave collapsed and 8 people died who were trapped inside at that moment. Following this tragic event government declared this cave as abandoned and the main entrance of it was closed by constructing a concrete wall. In the present scenario, the venue which was always had a throng of people is left in a derelict condition.
Since the beginning of this year (2017), we have made few trips to this derelict (abandoned) cave to tabulate the rehabilitated biodiversity (if any). All the civil structures once constructed inside it to facilitate the pilgrims/ tourists movement in this cave are lying intact. Continuous seepage from the various side walls of this cave forms a small stream coming out from it. Surprisingly, we didn't f ind any major arthropod; like cricket, spider, millipede, etc. inside this derelict cave which is otherwise commonly found in any cave or grotto. While serving as a pilgrim spot, the highly smoky conditions maintained since last various decades, possibly altered the inner Figure- 1: Outer ambient view of Bildwar gufa which was developed into a picnic spot to attract the tourists atmosphere of Bildwar cave to such an extent that till date after completion of 3 years in derelict conditions it has not become favourable to harbour the invertebrates.
Interestingly in the present scenario, this derelict cave has been occupied by a small group of microchiropteran, sp. (horseshoe bat). This bat roosts during the daytime in the innermost chamber of the cave, the distance of which is about 50m from the present entrance. However, when there is prey the existence of the predators could not be ruled out. During our visits, we found dense pugmarks of civet (possibly V iverricula indica) throughout the range of the cave. Some pugmarks of any big animals were also noticed but at this stage, we are not in the position to identify them (Fig.-2) . Several reports suggest that the civet visit the caves to predate roosting bats (Harries , 2009; Biswas & Shrotriya, 2011) . Possibly the various constructed civil structures inside the cave facilitate the civet and other carnivores to hunt microchiropteran bats easily here (Fig.-3) . Further, the domestic cats are also reported to hunt bats (Ancillotto ., 2013; Virkar & Shrotriya, 2013) , thus from the possibility of also entering the domestic cats as predators could not be denied.
For the f irst time, our survey is reporting on natural faunal rehabilitation forany derelict cave which was earlier serving as human recreation centre for several decades. We found that mammals are the only such type of fauna which occupies any available uninhabited space in f irst come f irst serve basis.
Microchiropterans uses caves/any subterranean hollow passage for its various biological means viz., night roosts, mating, hibernating, maternity (pre-birthing, birthing, pre-weaning, weaning, postweaning) etc. Such selections dramatically vary depending on habitat meets the requirements. With developing day-by-day the human encroachment to the caves the poor cave-roosting bats are losing their habitat which ultimately raises the question of their existence. Various microchiropteran bats have been seen to occupy the derelict mines but there also its existence is usually checked while the entrances of such 
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Ambient Science (2017) Vol.-04(2): p. 43 mines are packed to reduce the hazards for the civil community. Thus, it is advisable to use every derelict subterranean passages either cave, grotto or mines as natural rehabilitation zone for microchiropteran bats and the entrance must be closed to check the possible predation and also unusual anthropogenic activities by specially designed gates (Sherwin , 2009; King, 2005; Tuttle & Taylor, 1998; MCMPR & MCA, 2010) .
